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Abstract
In this report we propose a pragmatic synthesis of the different ways scientific grids carry out computing resource allocation. We analyze the systems
in place today, their emergence and their structures. Beyond the different
middleware distributions, services, protocols and standards, we draw a simple
picture: Application-agnostic infrastructures built for communication, authentication and agreements, provide initial access to computing resources. More
complex allocation is managed by independent systems that temporarily infiltrate grid nodes on behalf of applications or a federation of users. We derive the
allocation opportunities and constraints that make the case of scientific grids
specific among computer systems.
Ce rapport est une synthèse pragmatique des différentes manières d’allouer
les ressources de calcul des grilles scientifiques. Nous analysons les systèmes en
place aujourd’hui, leur émergence et leurs structures. Au delà des différentes
distributions intergicielles, des services, protocoles et standards, nous dressons
un tableau simple: les infrastructures généralistes déployées pour la communication, l’authentification et les accords de services fournissent un accès initial au
ressources. Une allocation plus fine est réalisée par des systèmes indépendants
qui infiltrent temporairement les nœuds d’exécution pour les relier à des applications ou des fédérations d’utilisateurs. Nous dérivons les opportunités et
contraintes de ces systèmes qui font des grilles scientifique un cas spécfique dans
l’allocation des ressources de calcul.

Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Down-to-earth analysis

Allocating resource for scientific computations is the purpose of scientific grids.
Literature abounds in presenting what systems should do ideally but lacks a
concrete description of the mechanisms actually implemented [Sto07]. In this
report we carry an analysis of such mechanisms. We consider the constraints
specific to scientific grids, how these constraints shaped resource allocation systems, and the design of allocation algorithms.
The first question that arises is: In terms of computing resource allocation,
what is specific about scientific grids as opposed to other computer systems?

1.2

Scope

Definition 1. Grids coordinate resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations [Fos01].
Definition 2. Virtual Organizations (VOs) enable disparate groups of organizations and/or individuals to share resources in a controlled fashion, so that
members may collaborate to achieve a shared goal [Fos01].
More precisely grids emerged from metacomputing [FK97].
Definition 3. Metacomputing is the seamless application of geographicallyseparated distributed computing resources to user applications [Wei98].
In grids these applications are large-scale, resource-intensive [BFH03], and
each task could require computing resources that are distributed geographically
and come from several administrative domains. [CCHJ05].
Definition 4. In the following, we call grid a metacomputing system whose
resources span independent administrative domains and are used by independent
collaborations.
1

In scientific grids the administrative domains are mostly academia or other
public-funded institutions that voluntarily offer a certain amount of their computing resources to scientific projects (the user collaborations).
Definition 5. A grid site is a set of grid nodes under the same administrative
domain and controlled by the same resource allocation mechanisms and policies.
In particular grid sites define their own set of user priorities.
Our study excludes a number of related computer systems:
• The term grid is often abusively used for clusters inside a single organization. It is a simpler case than the one of grids addressed here.
• Our study does not directly take into consideration general overlay networks and testbeds such as PlanetLab which are not meant to run computations but to experiment the deployment of networked services [Fiu06].
Such infrastructures can be used to deploy services destined to scientific
grids but also any other kind of service.
• Desktop grids like SETI@home are a particular case of scientific grids
that group together single nodes belonging to individuals, instead of computing sites from different organizations. In our discussion we do not
specifically target desktop grids, although they are also meant to run scientific computations [And03]. However the reader familiar with desktop
grids may understand that the allocation mechanism by infiltration described in the last section also fits in their context.

1.3

Outline

The fact that grid resources are administered by multiple independent organizations introduces a number of challenges: security, user identification, information flow, seamless resource integration, central monitoring, etc. Among
these, resource allocation is considered as yet another concern. Traditional systems provide scientific collaborations with access to grid resources, but do not
allocate resources efficiently.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In a first section we
describe the way grid resource allocation is implemented traditionally: from
job submission to local batch systems towards job submission to grids. We
then assess the degrees of freedom of resource allocation algorithms in these
infrastructures. Finally we consider grafting allocation systems: we observe
their different implementations, their common model, and the new frame they
define for allocation algorithms.

2

Chapter 2

Stressing traditional
models: a survey
Despite ideals of ubiquitous resource presence inspired by power grids, computing grids emerged by implementing simple batch job submission, thus reviving
with a different scale the history of computing systems [Cer94].
In this section we survey major grid projects. Their computational workload
is introduced, the notion of job is defined, and grids are related to local batch
systems. We then present resource allocation problems scientists may face.
These notions help to understand how the independence of grid sites limited
their aptitude for solving these allocation problems, which is developed in the
next section.

2.1

Scientific grids on stage

A few grid projects scale to tens of thousands of nodes. Efforts to build grids
started around year 2000. The infrastructure itself consists in hardware to build
and link computer centers maintained mostly in public institutions, and software
to operate hardware resources at the local and global level. Infrastructures
currently in production rely on public hardware resource and integrate opensource and academic software distributions.
EGEE
Enabling Grids for E-science has sites mainly in Europe, but also in Taiwan and
Korea. It has over 41,000 CPUs from 240 sites [ABD+ 04]. EGEE took in 2004
over the work of the European DataGrid project started in 2000 [Rud01] and
the infrastructure of the LCG, the Computing Grid launched in 2001 for the
Large Hadron Collider, CERN particle accelerator in Switzerland [BBB+ 05].
EGEE is supported by the European Commission and more than 90 organizations from over 30 countries. It integrates infrastructures like GridPP,
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funded by the UK government through the Science and Technology Facilities
Council, which provides 9000 processors [tGC06].
OSG
The Open Science Grid, started in 2005, funded by U.S. LHC software and
computing programs, the National Science Foundation (NSF), and the U.S.
Department of Energy. It continued Grid3, started in 2003 [Ave07].
TeraGrid
TeraGrid started in 2001 with funds from the NSF to establish a Distributed
Terascale Facility (DTF). It includes collaboration from 9 major national computer centers in the U.S. It provides 250 teraflops of computing capacity and
plans to integrate a petaflop system in 2009 [Pen02].
NorduGrid
In 2001 the NORDUNet2 program funded NorduGrid to build a grid for countries in northern Europe. The NORDUNet2 program aimed to respond to the
”American challenge” of the Next Generation Initiative (NGI) and Internet2
(I2). NorduGrid provides around 5,000 CPUs over 50 sites [EGK+ 07].
Naregi
The Japanese grid project National Research Grid Initiative started in 2003.
It is deployed in beta on a 3,000 CPUs testbed and targets the PetaFLOPS
in 2010 on national computer centers. The software development is done by
private companies (Fujitsu, NEC, Hitachi, NTT). It is funded by the Ministry
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) [Miu06].
Each of these grids is distinctive by the hardware resources integrated, hence
by the organizations supplying these resources, by the scientific projects supported, and by the distributed software used (aka middleware).
These infrastructures must not be confused with software development projects
like Globus1 and VDT2 which distribute consistent sets of components for
grids and are active in the standardization effort [FKNT02]. Grids may or may
not integrate some of these components in their middleware.

2.2

Applications

Scientific grids are concerned with high throughput computing, and most often
with distributed data analysis.
1 www.globus.org
2 Virtual

Data Toolkit: vdt.cs.wisc.edu
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Definition 6. High Throughput Computing (HTC) is the area of computer
systems concerned with effective management and exploitation of all available
computing resources in environments that can deliver large amounts of processing capacity over long periods of time [Con96].
We note that HTC applies in presence of multiple tasks. As opposed to high
performance where the concern is the number of operations per second, high
throughput systems are typically concerned with the statistical distribution of
the time perceived by users to run their computations.
Hard computational problems with divisible workloads may typically be
submitted to high-throughput systems. The resolution of NUG30, a famous
quadratic assignment problem, is an early example which pushed the study of
metacomputing models [ABGL00, GLY00].
Definition 7. Distributed data analysis is the analysis of large data sets
which are best handled by distributed computation [MB03].
From the angle of resource allocation, distributed data analysis is the area of
high throughput computing in which computing resource allocation is influenced
by data location.
Major grids were prominently pushed by the will to analyze unprecedented
amounts of data, especially in the field of particle physics. In this discipline
scientists search for interesting events in the vast amount of data generated by
detectors [WDRT97, GCC+ 04, RSZ+ 06]. The experiments driven at CERN, the
European Center for Nuclear Research, and Fermilab, its American counterpart,
attract collaborations of physicists who represent most users and contributions
to EGEE/LCG, OSG, TeraGrid and NorduGrid [Ter02, FPC+ 02].
However particle physics are not the unique applications, as shown by Naregi,
essentially targeted at nanotechnologies and biotechnologies, and EGEE, which
diversifies in a variety of disciplines, including in silico drug discovery [LSJ+ 06,
BBH+ 06].

2.3

Workloads

Computationally intensive, embarrassingly parallel workloads are the most straightforward to process on grids [GMP06]. They belong to the class of divisible
problems [LSV06].
Definition 8. A problem of size N is embarrassingly parallel if it is “quite
easy” to achieve a computational speedup of N without any interprocess communication [Har03].
Definition 9. A divisible task is a computation which can be divided with arbitrary granularity into independent parts solved in parallel by distributed computers [BDM99].
More precisely, distributed data analysis processed on grids present partially
data-parallel workloads [HGLS86].
5

Definition 10. A partially data parallel problem divides the input data into
a number of completely independent parts. The same computation is undertaken
on each part. It may require pre and post processing and redundant computations
to avoid communication [Har03].
For instance a paving may be extracted from satellite images for independent
analysis of the elements [Zha02]. In particle physics, the thousands of tracks
detected at the occasion of collisions are bunched in dozens for analysis and for
each bunch.

2.4

Job: the element of a computation

Definition 11. A computational job is a uniquely identifiable task, or a number of tasks running under a workflow system, which may involve the execution
of one or more processes or computer programs [SAB+ 05].
For clarity we consider in the following that a job may run on a single
computer at a given time; a task that simultaneously runs on several computers
is a set of jobs. In practice a divisible load is divided into jobs before submission
to a grid and is never re-arranged after submission [GLMR07].
Job requirements
A job carries requirements constraining the allocation in order to end up on an
execution node with the proper operating system flavor and application software, and close to its data.
Specific hardware and software may be necessary for a job execution. If
not already present on a grid node the software may be installed before a job is
run.
In distributed data analysis the bulk of the data is found on the grid site.
Jobs do not carry substantial data, and will probably never do so, since the
transfer/processing time ratio is not decreasing with the progress of technology.
Specialized components of the infrastructure handle the data distribution, and
jobs are allocated close to their data if possible: in the absence of intelligent data
distribution mechanisms this means close to data generators and their storage
devices (e.g. detectors, telescopes).
Job load
Grids understand job requirements and route them accordingly to appropriate grid nodes. A general-purpose grid is not concerned, however, with how
a computation should be divided into jobs. This is application-specific, and
the responsibility of grid users. Their applications have integrated submission
systems and software to run on grid nodes [Mac04].
Jobs’ sizes have consequences on the throughput: the time to process a job
must be long with regards to the time to queue in the grid, and the whole data
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required by a job must be found on a single grid site or engage little transfer
[GMP07].

2.5

Expanding local systems

By allocating jobs to nodes, scientific grids extend the model of local batch
systems across grid sites.
Definition 12. A batch system is an enterprise software application that is
in charge of unattended background executions, commonly known for historical
reasons as batch processing3 .
Before the advent of grids, scientists would submit their jobs on their local
cluster, inside their own laboratory. However local clusters are not sufficient
for highly demanding applications. Thus grids bring together multiple clusters
from different organizations with an infrastructure that acts like a super or
meta-batch system:
What distinguishes resource management in a Grid environment
from these local systems is the fact that the managed resources span
administrative domains [CFK04].
We distinguish between queuing systems and Condor -based systems. We can
compare the former to subcontracting companies and the latter to recruitment
agencies. They influenced the evolution of grids in different ways.
Queuing systems
Most batch systems essentially manipulate job queues. We mention the most
prominent. They were evaluated by [CCF+ 94] in their early days.
LSF. Load Sharing Facility started with Utopia [ZZWD93], whose authors
created Platform Computing, a company with now 360 employees. See
[XLT+ 05] for an integration into a grid.
PBS. Portable Batch System is maintained by Altair, a 1200 employees corporation [Hum06]. It was originally developed at NASA since 1993 [Hum06].
BPS comes along with a separate scheduler (e.g. Torque or Maui [BHK+ 00])
or a language to write one to implement site specific allocation policies.
In [BLT03] PBS is integrated in the framework of a particle physics collaboration for use in grids or local clusters.
SGE. Sun Grid Engine started as DQS (Distributed Queuing System) at
Florida State University in 1993. In 2000, Sun acquired all rights and renamed the product. Its integration with EGEE is described in [BDG+ 07].

7

Figure 2.1: Generic batch system
Batch systems manage queues of jobs and submit jobs to available nodes, in
an order optimizing performance, and relative to the site’s internal precedence
policies.
Figure 2.1 shows the standard features of a generic batch system. A batch
system is composed with a master node and worker nodes. Jobs waiting to be
scheduled are classified in different queues, depending on their priorities or their
load characteristics (duration, memory consumption, required data, etc.). The
scheduler running on the master node may reorder jobs within and between
queues. When the load of worker nodes permits, the scheduler selects a job and
allocates it to a worker node. when a job is allocated, it usually waits on a
smaller queue in front of the assigned worker node. At that time, the scheduler
can still reorder worker node queues or move jobs from one queue to another,
in order to handle dynamic events like a priority change or a worker slowdown.
Condor: CPU scavenging and matchmaking
In addition to queue management, in order to handle CPU scavenging, Condor
introduces the matchmaking mechanism.
Definition 13. CPU scavenging means utilizing non-dedicated CPUs when
primary users would otherwise leave them idle.
CPU scavenging is primarily used in desktop grids where resources are taken
from individuals computers [And03]. This is also the specificity of Condor
3 From

Wikipedia, Job scheduler (as of Nov. 8, 2007, 12:46 GMT).
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among other batch systems. Focused on dynamic, heterogeneous pools of resource, Condor developed the matchmaking mechanism which became a critical
component of grids.
Definition 14. Matchmaking is the process of associating nodes and jobs into
fitting couples.
Figure 2.2 shows how this is done. A job submitted to Condor waits for
a matching CPU to be idle. On the other hand, An idle node describes itself
to be made available to a remote user. The match is good when the node has
the resources, operating system flavor, application software and access to data
required by the job to execute. Making the match is the responsibility of the
Matchmaker, depicted on the figure.
In fact the job is not really forwarded to the matchmaker. It is kept on
the user node by a scheduler daemon, Schedd on the figure. Instead of the
job, the Schedd sends the job requirements in a file called ClassAd4 in Condor
terminology. The process is symmetric and from the idle worker node, the starter
daemon (Startd on the figure) also sends a ClassAd advertising its resources
[RLS98].
The Collector collects ClassAds, passes them to the Matchmaker. When a
match is appropriate, the Scheduler notifies the corresponding Schedd with the
address of its appointed Startd. The Schedd launches a process, the Shadow,
that sends the job directly to the Startd. The Startd launches a process, the
Starter, to take care of the job. Shadow and Starter stay connected while the
job is running.
Like any other batch system, Condor is used inside grid sites. As we will
see in the following sections, its derivatives are also used in other core places of
grids and allocation systems [TTL02].

2.6

Scheduling problems

Grids have been built under the assumption that the input of their resource
allocation system is an independent set of jobs. In general scheduling problems,
however, resource allocation systems face other constraints such as co-allocation,
priorities, job dependencies, interactivity, inter-process communication and migration.
• Co-allocation. The co-allocation of several jobs to the same node in
order to improve resource utilization is not processed at the global grid
level but left to the grid sites policies. The synchronous co-allocation of
several nodes to a set of jobs to means the allocation of several nodes is a
requirement for IPC and raises interesting challenges [CFK99].
• Run-time priorities. On a single machine run-time priorities are set by
the CPU scheduler provided as part of the operating system: it dispatches
4 from

Classified Advertisement
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Figure 2.2: Condor
the computing capacity between different processes so that priorities are
maintained while processes are running. At the scale of a computing
center, resources can also be attributed in a dynamic manner, as is the
case for networked services [CGR+ 06].
• Dependencies. Dependencies are expressed with Direct Acyclic Graphs
(DAGs). DAGs occur when, in order to start, a job needs another job
to be processed first. DAGs constrain the workflow [MFRW06]. When
there is no proper DAG management mechanism in the infrastructure
an alternative consists in tinkering with the submission interface: the
application waits for the grid to return the result of a job before submitting
the next one in the DAG.
• Interactive jobs. While the job is running, it communicates with the
user and needs user input to proceed. This case requires a communication
path between the user and the execution node. It requires that the job
starts straight at submission because the user is waiting. Interaction with
the user induces long interrupts. Condor provides a library to support
interactive jobs, as long as a connexion between the user and worker nodes
is possible.
• Inter-Process Communication (IPC). Jobs are not really independent and need to communicate at runtime. This requires a communication
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path with low latency between the nodes where jobs are executed, and a
synchronous execution.
• Process migration. On a single system image, processes are constantly
migrated from one node to another where they find the resources they
need. Condor and LSF enable process migration provided the code of the
application linked with a specific library. For most systems, job migration
means that a job is moved from one queue to another instead of migrated
at runtime [MDP+ 00]. Grids currently do not handle job migration: if a
job, possibly after many hours, overpasses its lease period on its node, it
has to be resubmitted and starts again from scratch on another node.
These problems may well be solved on local clusters. In grids, additional constraints make their resolution more complex: latency between sites is inherently
high; access to data is not uniform; the infrastructure development is separated
from the development of its applications; and grid sites are independent administrative domains. Each of these four constraints would require proper investigation. In the following we focus on the grid sites’ administrative independence
and the serious consequence of this constraint on resource allocation on grids.
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Chapter 3

Disruptions to resource
allocation
In this section we explain how the independence of resource providers determined a de facto choice for a grid allocation model.
Before addressing resource allocation, grids are shaped by other concerns
that result from the independence of grid sites: the need for a site to authenticate grid users, apply its own policies, account its resource heterogeneity and
integrate its own systems. These determinants suffice to draw a simple picture
of the level of freedom left to resource allocation algorithms in grids.

3.1

Authentication at the site gatekeeper

Grid resource allocation is disrupted by the separation between grid sites and
the grid broker.
In a batch queuing system (fig. 2.1), the user submits a job to the master,
which in turn, submits to the worker. In general-purpose grids, the job flow is
analogous but more complex.
Definition 15. A Grid resource broker is an service with which the end users
interact and that performs resource discovery, scheduling, and the processing of
application jobs on the distributed Grid resources [ABK+ 04].
The grid broker chooses an appropriate grid site and delegates job allocation
to its gatekeeper.
Definition 16. The gatekeeper is a process which exists before any request is
submitted. When the gatekeeper receives an allocation request from a client, it
mutually authenticates with the client, maps the requester to a local user, starts
a job manager on the local host as the local user, and passes the allocation
arguments to the newly created job manager [Gra].
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Figure 3.1: Delegation of job submission to Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM)
Grid sites authenticate jobs because they only accept jobs submitted by
trusted users, and provide differentiated service levels to different users. Job
allocation is simply delegated by the grid broker to the grid site via the site
gatekeeper because this is the simplest way to let grid sites authenticate jobs
and enforce their own access policies.
Definition 17. Service Level Agreements (SLA) implement Commitments
and assurances and determine the contract between the user and the service
provider stating the expectations and obligations that exist between the two [PDD05].
GRAM
In most infrastructures, authentication and delegation is done by Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM), illustrated on figure 3.1 [Fos06]. Jobs
queue at the Grid broker which acts like the master node of a local queuing
batch system (see fig. 2.1). The broker never submits to a worker node. Instead
it finds an appropriate site and submits a job to its Gatekeeper, along with a
certificate to authenticate the owner of the job. If the gatekeeper refuses the job
it sends it back to the broker. If it accepts it, it starts a job manager process.
The job manager submits the job to the local batch system and collects job
status information.
As a consequence of this necessary separation between sites and global bro-
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kers, no single component in a grid controls resource allocation from job submission to end node assignment, and the set of grid nodes is not considered
as a whole: a node is never compared for assignment with another node from
another site.
Execution nodes are disconnected from the grid broker and from each other
across grid sites. They are also disconnected from the users.

3.2

User and job disconnected

A few batch systems allow interactive jobs and runtime job migration using a
direct connection between user and execution node. In grids, since job submission is delegated to sites and execution nodes are not directly accessible from
outside of their site, this connection is lost.
From Condor to Condor-G
In Condor, daemons take responsibility of a job on both user node (the shadow )
and execution node (the starter ). This is mentioned in section 2.5 and depicted
on figure 2.2. These daemons maintain a connexion between each other through
which users may control their jobs at runtime. Provided the job’s code is linked
with a specific Condor library, the starter can checkpoint it while it is running,
and send checkpoints to the shadow, possibly for migration on another execution
node.
This connexion, runtime management and migration was lost with CondorG, that the Condor team produced in 2001 in order to integrate delegation to
grid sites [FTF+ 02]. The G originated from Globus because Condor-G was
initially intended to support GRAM, but was turned to Grid in the end to
denote the generality of the mechanism (fig. 3.2).
By comparing fig. 3.2 with fig. 2.2, we note that the Grid broker has taken
over the Schedd that would be run by the user in Condor. This means that the
user fully delegates job submission and all potential management to the broker.
The Grid manager is the process responsible for the job and launched by the
schedd. The grid manager must submit the job to the Gatekeeper of the Grid
site. As on fig. 3.1, the gatekeeper decides to accept or return the job to the
broker. If it accepts the job, it forwards it to the Startd, which deploys a Job
manager process. The job manager, in turn, submits to the grid site’s Local
batch system of choice, which can be other than Condor. In recent versions
of Condor-G, the Matchmaker can be used to select an appropriate site.
Grid manager and Job manager in Condor-G are the counterparts of Shadow
and Starter in Condor. They have reduced functionality because they only
submit jobs and do not manage them at runtime.
The example of gLite
Condor-G illustrates the separation between a user and her running job. In
practice Condor-G can be integrated into more complex submission chains. This
14

Figure 3.2: Condor-G
is the case in gLite, the LCG/EGEE middleware distribution [Lit07]. To handle
its heavy load, gLite replicates its broker, and uses a trick to know to which
instance the job status should be communicated back. Once a site is selected to
run a job, a gLite broker submits a Condor Schedd to this site. Once running
on the site the Schedd sends a simple ClassAd to the gLite broker to request its
associated real job. The Schedd then forwards the job to the local batch system.
It knows which replica of the grid broker sent the job and can communicate back
the job status. In this case the Condor matchmaker is not used to select the
appropriate site but only to wait for the request of a single Schedd.
Once it is accepted that in the end, allocation capabilities are not enhanced
by intricate job submission chains, simple replacement systems are developed.
An alternative deployment of gLite proposes two simple java servlets, ICE and
CREAM1 , that implement the practical functionality of a gLite grid broker
(ICE) and interface a local batch system on a grid site (CREAM) [And06]. ICE
and CREAM provide only the access to the different sites and no solution to
specific allocation problems, but no less than other grid implementations.
We describe these infrastructures’ capabilities in the remaining of part 3
on disruptions to resource allocation, after more details on the site selection
process.
1 Computing

Resource Execution And Management
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3.3

Site selection

From the previous section we understand that a grid broker acts as a gate to the
different sites and does not match jobs against end nodes for allocation. Instead,
it matches job requirements against site resource advertisements, similarly to
Condor matchmaking process between a job and a node.
Job description
When a a job is submitted to a grid, it carries along a description of hardware
and software flavor and configuration, resources and data that it expects to find
on the execution node. This is done in a format chosen by the infrastructure.
gLite uses Condor ClassAds (see section 2.5), renamed JDL (Job Description
Language). NorduGrid middleware, ARC2 , has its own format called RSF
(Resource Selection Language). The Open Grid Forum, a standardization consortium assembling representatives from industry and academia, recommends
another variant: JSDL (Job Submission Description Language) [SAB+ 05].
Resource description
Sites, on the other hand, advertise their resources. They do not publish specific information for every node but instead group their nodes into computing
elements [Chi04].
Definition 18. As a common abstraction, the Computing Element refers to
the characteristics, resource set and policies of a single queue of the underlying
management system.
At the Grid level, computing capabilities appear as Computing Elements
(each being a set of job slots to which policies and status information are associated) that are reachable from a specific network endpoint [ABD+ 07].
The description of a computing element includes information about the flavor, configuration, resource of its nodes, along with the number of nodes, overall
load, and access control rules. The same configuration is maintained on all nodes
of a computing element, so that a job description matches a computing element
as a whole, and the grid broker submits jobs to the intent of a computing element, and not to each node independently. Therefore each computing element
has its own batch system. A site usually contains one or a few computing
elements.
Computing elements can be advertised according to different models: the
GLUE schema, which stands for Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment is the
most used by early grids. GLUE is specialized in grid resources and its specifications extend our discussion with insightful details [ABD+ 07]. The Common
Information Model (CIM) is a general schema recommended by DMTF3 and
used as an alternative notably in Naregi. Different schemes may be converted
2 Advanced

Resource Connector
Management Task Force: www.dmtf.org

3 Distributed
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into ClassAds in the grid broker for processing by Condor matchmaker (e.g. in
OSG Resource Selection Service (ReSS) [BGK+ 03]).
Among suitable computing elements, the grid broker submits to the least
loaded. Each computing element typically updates its information every five to
fifteen minutes, which leaves little space for dynamic allocation.
Bypassing site selection
Users have the option to skip queues at the broker and submit directly to a
computing element known to be appropriate. Jobs may also be submitted to a
local batch system which redirects them to the grid broker only if no appropriate node is found locally. This is known as the flocking mechanism [TTL02].
The grid broker is the top-level component in grid resource allocation. It
handles relatively static, bulk resource information. The next level is the local
systems. How do their capabilities scale to cross-organization scheduling?

3.4

Intersecting the capabilities of local systems

A grid broker heads a variety of local batch systems. Communication is seamless
but skims allocation capabilities.
There are two ways to integrate different implementations in the same infrastructure: standard interfaces or translators.
Standards
In this first approach, components on both sides of a communication implement
a standard interface4 [Fos05]. Once an agreement is reached concerning the
generic interface between two well-defined components, and once all flavors of
these components implement this interface, functionality is not lost along the
path for communication problems [FKNT02].
It is however difficult to agree on functionality. There is not yet even a clear
agreement with regards to the components involved in a grid. To reach such
agreements, not only must standards integrate current practice, they also need
to predict evolutions.
Translators
The second approach is pragmatic. Before standard interfaces are implemented
for all components in use, these components have to communicate anyways.
Instructions from the grid broker, forwarded to the site, must be understood by
the variety of local batch systems available.
4 Standardization organizations involved in grid computing include OGF (Open Grid Forum: ogf.org), IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force: ietf.org), OASIS (Organization for
the Advancement of Structured Information Standards: oasis-open.org), DMTF (Distributed
Management Task Force: dmtf.org).
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Thus comes the GAHP (Grid ASCII Helper Protocol ). GAHP is a translation protocol originally developed as part of Globus Toolkit [Fos06]. It translates instructions from the grid broker to various implementations of a site’s
gatekeeper (Globus, Condor, gLite, etc) and from the site’s job manager5 to the
local batch system [NYI+ 05].
Unfortunately the vocabulary of translators intersects the capabilities of the
systems they interface. With a few variants is is reduced to: submit to submit
a job, cancel to cancel a job submission and status to get the status of a job
submission [Reb05].
In this section we noticed that grid resources are located under different
administrative domains. As a consequence resource allocation is delegated to
clusters instead of grid-wide, and the management capabilities left to the user
or a central allocation system are simplistic [NLJ+ 05]. Advanced allocation
strategies must look at the problem from a different angle, which we do in the
next section.

5 the

process to which a job is delegated on the site, see section 3.2.
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Chapter 4

User-driven allocation
4.1

Motivation

Grids follow the application-agnostic model of a super-batch system with reduced functionality. This model lacks opportunities for allocation problemsolving and performance.
Problem-solving. In practice, users or applications may have requirements
susceptible to affect resource allocation: DAGs, interactivity, IPC, realtime prioritization, etc. these demands are not covered by grids. As a
consequence, only a restricted class of applications can be handled directly: independent jobs resulting from embarrassingly parallel, divisible
workload.
Performance. In these favorable cases, specific job profiles may be worth
taking into account for efficient allocation. For example users may know
that some of their jobs are network intensive and others CPU-intensive.
In this scenario it would not decrease the performance to co-allocate a
network-bound job with a CPU-bound job on the same node and thus
save half of the nodes. Such opportunities are lost by relying on the grid
for the allocation [XZQ00].
From previous section we conclude that the provision of grid resources is made
inflexible by side concerns subsequent to the independence of grid sites. Grids
do not have the freedom left to implement all particular scheduling strategies
that arise from application requirements and optimization opportunities.
The field of performance analysis and optimization for Grid applications is still in its infancy [RMdL04].
A practical solution resides in independent allocation systems implemented by
users or application portals, grafted to the grid.
In the following we define their common model, their implementations, their
benefits in presence of large federations of collaborative users; we then derive
the new constraints for resource allocation methods in these environments.
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Figure 4.1: Generic infiltrating system

4.2

Infiltrating resources

Independent allocation systems may take temporary control over grid nodes, as
explained in the following.
Definition 19. We call infiltration system a system that submits monitors to
grids under the form of jobs, and submits actual jobs directly to these monitors
when they are running on grid nodes.
An infiltration system is described on figure 4.1. The central component
submits monitors to the grid broker through the standard grid job submission
mechanism (1): the Grid broker delegates submission to the site Gatekeeper
(2) which forwards it to the batch system, and the batch system assigns an
Execution node (3). Once running on the execution node, the monitor waits
for actual job submissions from the Allocation system (4).
Definition 20. In the following we call direct submission a job submission
to a running monitor by an infiltration system, as opposed to standard submission: a job submission to a grid broker or a computing element.
The infiltration mechanism allows:
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• No submission delay. Direct submission results to consecutive execution.
• Runtime communication. A connection or a message initiated by the
monitor can cross the site’s firewall.
The monitor communicates information about the node and the job, the
allocation system replies with scheduling decisions, and the application or
user may interact with the job at runtime.

4.3

Allocation by applications

Direct control necessary for fine grid resource allocation is possible by infiltrating
resources accessed through grids.
Applications benefit from infiltration
Performance gains and problem solving capability justify that applications implement their infiltration system.
Performance. Applications benefit from the absence of delay between job
submission and execution, after the start-up time corresponding to the
submission of monitors. To the opposite, by directly submitting jobs to
EGEE, half of them wait for more than five minutes before execution, and
5% wait for more than 15 minutes [GLMR07].
Problem solving. By directly interacting with end nodes, application-specific
problems (see section 2.6) may be addressed: Job dependencies, interaction with the user, interaction between jobs, real-time control, priorities;
Besides strict resource allocation, fault tolerance may be provided [J.T06].
Development. An application ported to a grid generates jobs and submits
them, infiltrating grid nodes does not require much additional effort, which
may still be eased by general-purpose frameworks.
DIANE, an infiltration framework
DIANE1 is a framework that implements infiltration logic for applications [Mos03].
The project started in 2002 to port CERN applications to the DataGrid, the
ancestor of LCG/EGEE. It has also been used notably for gene sequencing
[MHS+ 04], and for one of the pilot applications of EGEE, in-silico drug discovery against malaria and bird flu [LHC+ 06].
DIANE dynamically balances jobs across grid nodes in order to minimize
the time before the last job completes and the application returns: it keeps
queues in front of each execution node and re-assigns jobs to different queues.
Re-assignment is triggered when new monitors start execution and contact the
1 DIstributed

ANalysis Environment
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framework or when the job progress on a node is too slow [J.T06].
The power of DIANE’s load balancing system resides in the heavy workload
of large, embarrassingly parallel applications: job liquidity is sufficient to gain
substantially by coordinating their allocation. Comparable or greater liquidity
can be reached by centralizing job submissions in a scientific collaboration.

4.4

Allocation by collaborations

Scientific collaborations already provide an ’access card’ to grids. In addition
they may provide their own centralized allocation systems.
Virtual Organizations
Let us recall the definition of Virtual Organization (def. 2) by [Fos01]: a group
of organizations and/or individuals who share resources in a controlled fashion,
so that members may collaborate to achieve a shared goal.
In practice the scientific collaborations that consume grid resources are distinct from the institutions that provide resources to grids. The term virtual
organisation almost always refers to federations of grid users and not resource
providers. We adopt this restriction in the remainder of the paper.
In particle physics, A VO corresponds to a collaboration that builds a detector and analyzes its data.
• At Fermilab, in the area of Chicago, CDF2 and D03 are two VOs that
study the results of Protons-Antiprotons collisions, scheduled to analyze
data until 2009. MINOS4 analyzes Neutrino oscillations.
• At SLAC, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, BaBar5 analyzes the violation of charge and parity (CP) symmetry in the decays of B mesons.
• At CERN, the European Center for Nuclear Research in Geneva, four
VOs are finishing to build detectors and preparing for data analysis for
the coming years. Atlas6 and CMS7 are two general-purpose detectors
to analyze proton-proton and heavy ions collisions. Alice8 studies Pb-Pb
collisions generating a quark-gluon plasma as in the early universe, and
LHCb9 studies collisions of baryons containing the Beauty quark for CP
violation measurements and rare decays observations.
2 Collider

Detector at Fermilab. www-cdf.fnal.gov

3 www-d0.fnal.gov
4 Main Injector Neutrino Oscillator Search.
www-numi.fnal.gov
5 B B̄. www-public.slac.stanford.edu/babar
6 A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS. altas.ch
7 Compact Muon Solenoid. cms.cern.ch
8 Large Ion Collider Experiment. aliceinfo.cern.ch
9 Large Hadron Collider beauty. lhcb.web.cern.ch
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EGEE supports many other scientific collaborations. For example, BIOMED
is a VO divided in 3 sectors: Medical Imaging, Bio-informatics and Drug Discovery. Major applications of the area are ported to EGEE, with integrated job
generation and submission [LHC+ 04], and domain-specific portals are provided
[GSM+ 07].
Grids originated inside particle physics VOs (see section 2.1). In resulting
general-purpose grids the VO name is now a group identifier for a grid user,
which lets grid sites define bulk resource supply contracts and authenticate job
owners [Fos01]. In these infrastructures VOs do not control the hardware but
they may control the resource allocation by infiltration.
Benefits
There are several reasons why the infiltration model is well suited to VOs:
VOs share the efforts; they have homogeneous resource usage; their members
collaborate and their large number leverage optimization opportunities.
• De-multiplied effort. In large VOs most job submissions to grids are
naturally delegated to a few members. The gap is narrow between centralized skills to manage grid jobs and the development of a single allocation
system for the whole VO.
• Homogeneity. Jobs from the same VO have similar resource requirements: they expect the same software to run on execution nodes, and
their profile follow a certain regularity.
• Cooperation. VO members collaborate for a shared goal, so a global
allocation strategy can be implemented instead of a competition between
multiple users. For example a job may be reasonably delayed to run
another more important for the group or for the overall allocation performance.
• Liquidity. Finally, VOs may be large. For example 1900 physicists collaborate in Atlas. The number of users and jobs, and thus the number of
grid nodes controlled by a VO, may gives sufficient liquidity to justify an
allocation mechanism and raise opportunities for performance optimization.
Infiltration mechanism
VOs request the highest possible/useful number of grid nodes and maximize the
computing throughput on these nodes.
Grid nodes are requested by submitting monitors as described in section 4.2.
Usually a job can run on a grid node until its termination. A monitor pretends
to be a job that never terminates. However there are maximum job lengths set
by site policies, typically 48 or 72 hours.
For this time period, monitors get actual jobs from the VO and control their
execution. If jobs appear to the grid as if they run for days, actual jobs last for
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a few minutes to a few hours. They bypass queues of the traditional grid submission flow to be directly allocated to grid nodes following a strategy defined
for the benefit of the collaboration.
VO-specific infiltration systems are relatively recent and few. Despite their
performance they are not widely identified in the literature. We briefly survey
them below.

4.5

Sudden success of an old Condor mechanism.

Specialized in CPU scavenging (def 13), Condor was designed to operate execution nodes with transient availability. Therefore it was well suited to serve
as the basis for a generic infiltration system. The following is a description of
Condor infiltration mechanism and Condor-based infiltration systems.
Definition 21. The Condor-G GlideIn mechanism is the use of grid protocols
to dynamically create a Condor pool out of grid resources by “gliding-in” Condor
daemons to the remote resource (adapted from [FTF+ 02]).
Portable shell scripts called glideIns are submitted to a grid and, once running on end nodes, launch processes equivalent to Condor startd’s10 connecting
to a central Condor matchmaker. The GildeIn mechanism is available in Condor
since version 6.1 (year 2001).
Only recently a few allocation systems equipped with a Condor matchmaker
started to systematically send glideIns for subsequent direct submissions to grid
nodes. Once glideIns are running on worker nodes, direct job submissions are
processed like in a local condor system (figure 2.2).
Communication
Direct communication between the user’s shadow and the glideIn’s starter may
be instantiated by the starter because grid nodes and grid sites normally have
outbound connectivity.
To bridge incoming messages from the central allocation system to glideIn’s
running on execution nodes, Condor provides a proxy: the GCB (Generic Connexion Broker ) [BSK05]. Grid sites may run this proxy on a special node where
VO administrators have direct access.
glideCAF
The Central Analysis Farm (CAF) of CDF, the particle physics VO and Fermilab
experiment, was extended in 2005 to use grid resources with glideCAF, which
integrates direct submission to Condor glideIns [BHL+ 06].
10 See

section 2.5
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Cronus
An individual initiative in Atlas gradually gained momentum and led to Cronus
in 2006 [PW07]. Cronus allocates a substantial part of Atlas jobs and controls a dynamic pool of about 8500 CPUs infiltrated through EGEE, OSG and
NorduGrid.
In addition to short-circuiting grid submission delays, Cronus manages data
distribution and load takeover.
• Data distribution. Considering that Atlas jobs do not consume network
bandwidth, Cronus glideIns download data in the background from major
storage systems. Future jobs do not wait for their data to be downloaded.
Instead they are executed where their data already is.
NorduGrid already plans in advance data downloads before jobs are scheduled for execution, but EGEE does not: jobs start execution by requesting
the data and stay idle until the download is complete. Cronus saves this
idle time.
• Load takeover. Cronus lets glide-ins take over the jobs of others whose
lease is about to expire. This saves from 80% of the jobs failures observed
on standard grid submission.
glideinWMS
glideinWMS is a project started in 2007 by US CMS, the American part of
the CMS collaboration. It extends glideCAF and Cronus information system
[Sfi07].

4.6

An evolution of VO strategies

Infiltration naturally emerged from the same VOs that built the cornerstones
of general purpose grids. CMS was the last CERN VO to start working on
infiltartion systems. Agents were introduced in AliEn (Alice) for node control
and configuration. They leveraged in DIRAC (LHCb) for high throughput, and
Panda (Atlas) followed.
AliEn: controlling resources
AliEn, Alice Environment, has been since 2001 the distributed data analysis
environment of Alice, a CERN detector and collaboration [BPS03, SAB+ 03,
SBP03]. It is written in Perl. In 2004 it served as a basis for the generalpurpose gLite middleware (LCG/EGEE) and kept evolving besides for Alice
[BPSGO04, LHA+ 04]. AliEn was the first infrastructure where resources (computing elements) trigger job submission based on their real-time state. While
job submission in gLite follows the model described in section 2, AliEn is based
on job agents.
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Definition 22. Job Agent: Web Service allowing users to interact with the
running job, send a signal or inspect the output. Prior to job execution, the
Job Agent can automatically install the software packages required by the job
[BPSGO04].
With AliEn, jobs wait in Alice central queue until they are requested by job
agents on grid sites where they can be processed: Local batch systems receive
jobs only for consecutive processing. General-purpose grids have not managed
to integrate this mechanism with the management of multiple VOs: grid sites
receive jobs without having requested them and thus let them queue again until
a node is available.
DIRAC: improving throughput
DIRAC, Distributed Infrastructure with Remote Agent Control, started in 2003
for LHCb, another CERN detector and collaboration [vHCF+ 03, TGSR04]. It
implemented the model of AliEn in Python. In 2004, DIRAC made explicit
the benefits of direct submission for performance by infiltrating grid nodes with
pilots agents while complying with the security rules of European grids [PSP06].
Definition 23. Pilot agent: process submitted to a grid site that initiates an
outgoing connection to a central allocation system and requests a job whenever
the corresponding resource is free (adapted from [PT06]).
Instead of submitting jobs to the local batch system, pilot agents are submitted themselves and advertise the node where they land for direct submissions.
By doing so DIRAC improves the throughput at the VO level without altering
the competition between VOs at the grid level [PT06]. AliEn’s job agents also
integrated this mechanism.
In late 2005, the US Department of Energy funded a project, Panda, based
on DIRAC to manage Atlas jobs on OSG [WLrW06, Nil07].
Allocation mechanism
In AliEn or DIRAC, jobs are stored in a central server in a number of queues.
When a monitor (Job agent for AliEn or Pilot agent for DIRAC) requests a job,
the whole job list may be scanned to select the most appropriate job according
to the monitor’s information on the node. In practice a queue is selected, known
to contain the most appropriate class of jobs, and one of the first jobs found on
that queue is sent.

4.7

Specific constraints

As opposed to the use of dedicated clusters, the infiltration strategy presents
specific constraints for the deployment of systems like AliEn, DIRAC, Condor
and glideCAF.
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Convoluted communication. A connection can be instantiated only from
the inside of a grid site: by monitors connecting to the infiltration system.
The infiltration system cannot instantiate a connection with a monitor,
nor a monitor with another monitor on another site.
In practice however, each grid site provides a dedicated machine, the VO
box, for direct access to VO administrators. The VO box may be used as
a proxy (e.g. Condor GCB: section 4.5). But the VO box is considered a
hack that grids and sites temporarily accept to bypass a number of their
known limitations until a better solution is found.
In general the remaining possible communication is asynchronous, via messages passing and polling by monitors.
Limited node control. Monitors are simple jobs from the viewpoint of the
grid site. At the moment they are unprivileged though they are owned
by VO administrators. Virtual machine deployments (See for example
[GPJ+ 07, KDF04]) is a possible solution to give VOs more control on
their environments from the operating system flavor to the software, but
is not used on grid execution nodes at the time of writing [FPC+ 02].
Infiltration systems project the model of a local cluster to the wide area, with
a few differences: new constraints also apply to their allocation algorithms as
opposed to allocation on a local cluster.
Transient node availability. Nodes leave the pool when their maximum
lease period expires. Jobs (and hence monitors) are notified before. Other
nodes come in the pool when a newly submitted monitor starts execution.
Infiltrated resource is a pool of blinking nodes.
Latency. Both data access and communication between peers of a distributed
allocation system are affected. Problems arise that were not present in
the local area context: data-driven allocation and local knowledge of the
system state (figure 4.2).
Scientific grids used through infiltration convert the cross-organization barrier
into these few constraints. Research in resource allocation that did not take this
barrier into account may still be readily adapted, e.g. [HSLL00].
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Figure 4.2: Latency constraint on wide area.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
In this survey we gave an overview of practical resource allocation in scientific
grids. We considered a grid as a world-wide collection of resources located across
a variety of computing sites under independent administrative domains. Grids
route computations from a variety of applications to these resources according
to capabilities and contracts while trying to limit obtrusiveness to local policies
and impact on security.
Large federations of users generate enough liquidity to graft efficient allocation mechanisms based on their own needs and workflows. They do so by
submitting monitors to grids which, once running on end nodes, report to a
central allocation system. Grids are thus partitioned into dynamic pools controlled at the user level by these federations. Direct submission to end nodes
and runtime control enables fine-grained, dynamic foreign resource allocation.
This mechanism realizes the move from local resource allocation across different
applications, to usage-specific allocation without a priori knowledge of resource
topology.
Since allocation is centralized and direct, throughput optimization does not
need to wait for more grid standards. Boundaries between resources from different institutions are overpassed.
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